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From donuts to dollars on Court St
Coffeehouse offers small town comforts and service to business people
By Chris VM|
REPORTER

II seems that on nearly every
street corner in Bowling Green
students can grab a cup of coffee. Other than the several coffee
chains and bakeries in town, students can also grab their morning coffee at gas stations and
restaurant drive-thrus.
With all this competition and
big name coffee shops and bakeries, such as Starbucks and Panera
Bread, Bowling Green doesn't seem
like the best place to open up a
"mom and pop" style coffee and
donut shop. Louis and Jill Shaffer,
however, have done just that
Court Street Coffee House, which
opened last February and is open
daily from 6:30 a.m. - 2 p.m., offers
an intimate and friendly place for
students and residents to enjoy a
hot cup of coffee or tea, a fresh
baked pastry and the newspaper.
The owners are hopeful that
this small and welcoming environment can separate them from the
bigger chains in town.
"When 1 first initially thought
about bringing one in I didn't realize how many coffee shops there
were, but we had to bring an atmosphere where people come in and
they feel comfortable walking in,"
Louis said.
"When I first came to town there
wasn't a whole lot of donut places,
other than the Kroger store. 1 wanted to bring in something differ-

Groups to
recruit at
Campus Fest
By Sandy Meade

ent for the community. For me the
bottom line is just to give someone
a quality product at a fair price.
Plus I like to talk to people. I think
the more you can talk to people
that come in the better."
While the town of Bowling Green
may be new to Louis, the coffee
and bakery business is not.
"I've been in this business for
probably twenty years," said Louis,
who also runs Cafe" Donuts in
Toledo. "I know the coffee business and the donut business. So it's
something that I'm not just throwing up and saying let's sell this and
sell that 1 know what I'm putting
out, and I think I have a good quality. That to me is important Just to
sell it wouldn't be right"
Located across from the court
house on Court Street, the coffee and donut shop may not be
the ideal location for students,
but they are constantly trying to
increase their student customer
base. For the time being, however,
they tend to focus more on the
local business people.
"I think we strive for the business people around here, like the
court house and other businesses," Jill said. "We've advertised for
the students but I don't think our
hours are real accommodating for
the average students...but we do
get a few students in here."
Despite not getting many student customers, Court Street
COFFEE. PAGE 2

Gas prices hurt students
Students make
changes in response
to soaring gas prices

REPORTER

Free food, gifts and information about what's happening on
campus will be the highlights of
Campus Fest
"Campus Fest is a chance
for students to find out about
many different organizations on
campus and how they can get
involved," said Dr. )eff Coats, the
associate dean of students. "It's
also a chance for the campus
community to come together
and interact with one another."
On Friday, over 200 student
organizations will gather on
the lawn in front of University
Hall and the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union.
r Starting at 11 a.m., food will
be served and students will have
a chance to check out the displays and talk with representatives from the various student
organizations until 3 p.m.
At the table for of Amnesty
International, president Amanda
Tucker said representatives from
the club will be passing out brochures to let students know what
the club does.
"Amnesty International is a
worldwide organization dedicated to human rights," Tucker
said. It's also a imnpolitical
organization.
Tucker said in many countries
people are thrown in jail for
speaking out against the government. One thing that Amnesty
International does is sends letters to these prisoners to let
the prisoners know that other
people around the world know
what is happening to them and
are Fighting to end the injustice
against them.

PalDofsman BGNews

HOT CUP OF COFFEE: Located across from the court house. Court St. Coffeehouse is open daily from 6:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. and offers coffee, tea
and a variety of baked goods. They strive to give customers a welcoming environment compared to larger, national coffeehouse chains.

By Laura Coins
SENIOR REPORTER

While gas prices continue to
be unstable, the affect on students at the University seems
to be minimal.
Bowling Green gas station
prices rose to over $3 at the end
of last week, peaking at $3.29.
As of yesterday, gas prices on
Wooster Street ranged from
$2.94 to $2.97.

Fred
Smith,
manager
of the shuttle service at the
University, said the change in
the price of gas hasn't affected
the shuttle service.
"At this point, there have
been no changes made to the
shuttle route," Smith said.
Headdedthathedoesn'tforesee any changes being made to
the route due to the increase
of gas prices, but that they are
taking notice of the amount of
money that goes into running
the shuttles.
"We could be makinga house
payment on a very nice house

with the money we spend on
gas," Smith said.
Many commuter students
live too far away to take advantage of the University's shuttle service. Brittany lones, a
senior at the University, commutes from Maumee, about a
15 mile trip.
"I'm a college student and
1 don't have a high income,"
lones said. "It's frustrating to
think about how I am going to
pay for gas."
Jones said that she can't
GAS. PAGE 2

FUN AND GAMES

linM BoriMl BG Item

FEVER PITCH: Tim Tottn, sophomore, launches golf balls connected with string in a game of
Hillbilly golf with Matt Ohlemacheo, freshman, awaiting his turn. Points are scored when the
golf balls wrap around one of three levels of PVC pipe.

CAMPUS FEST. PAGE 2

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast Is taken
from weather, com

™URS™

FRIDAY
Scattered High: 81'
T-Storms Low. 56'

University upgrades
buildings for safety
or affiliated housing buildings
"sprinkled." Ohio University
With student safety in mind, has 9 percent, which is about
the University is looking average for the region.
One notable exception is Kent
toward the future by working
to install sprinkler systems in State. Seventy-one percent of
Kent State's housing buildings
residential buildings.
According to Captain Mike are equipped with sprinklers, a
Instone of the Bowling Green competitive number.
Ed Moisio, Kent State's Fire
Fire Division, sprinklers save
Safety Coordinator, said: "Kent
lives.
"Fire doubles in size every State started installing sprinsecond," said Instone, "and kler systems about four years
sprinklers are a fast response ago. They started installing
that helps to put out fire right sprinklers in all the high rises
to comply with the present day
away.
When addressing fire safety fire codes. Today we're at 71
percent"
it's important to
However,
on
remember
the "Fire doubles
Green's
three-pronged in size every Bowling
approach:
campus only 4 persecond and cent of residenPrevention, detecbuildings have
tion and suppressprinklers tial
sprinklers as of now.
sion.
are a fast
According to Curlis
One of the best
ways to suppress
this figure includes,
response
"Offenhauer
East
a Are is a sprinkler
that helps to and West as well as
system.
half of Founders."
lohn
Curlis, put out fire
Still, the rest of
fire safety officer
at the University, right away." campus is next in
line. According to
agrees and points
Linda
Newman,
to national statisMIKE INSTONE. FIRE
DEPT. CAPTAIN
assistant vice presitics. "The National
dent and director
Fire Protection
of res-life, "the reaAssociation has
never recorded a multi-fatality son not all of the residential
in a building where a sprinkler buildings on campus have
system has been in place and sprinklers is a combination of
money and scheduling."
properly maintained," he said.
One other big reason is
With this in mind, MAC
schools across the region, changing technology. "The uniincluding BGSU. are working to versity is working to make all of
install sprinklers in all residen- the fire alarm systems the lattial buildings. It's just a matter est and greatest. However what
was die latest and greatest in
of time.
According to US News and 1996 and 1997 (when Kreischer
World Reports, "Best Colleges and Harshman were redone]
of 2006," Eastern Michigan has nowhere near the sophistiUniversity has 10 percent of cation of what will be in place
its college owned, operated
SPRINKLERS,PAGE 2
By Laura K. Simmons

REPORTER

SATURDAY
Isolated
T-Storms

High: 80'
Low: 57'

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

SUNDAY
Sunny

High: 82'
Low: 59'

Sunny

High: 85"
Low: 61'
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City and Univ. work to prevent fires
SPRINKLERS, FROM PAGE 1

in Founders. So it's on going. It's
a constant," Newman said.
That seems to be the
message all across the board.
"We're always looking for
ways to improve fire safety,"
Curlis agreed.
According to Newman,
the University is looking to
consolidate jobs that have
similar impact to help ease
money and scheduling constraints. "We're looking at bundling the whole thing together
— wiring, electricity, newer
fire alarms and sprinklers —
it's a major undertaking."
The University isn't on a
set time frame, but the goal is
to update all residential buildings with the latest prevention
technology.

Gas prices
may affect
delivery costs

For the time being, the
University is already in
compliance with local and
state codes.
"By and large, there's excellent fire safety equipment policies and procedures in place
Ion-campus) and if you look
nationally, most university
fires do not occur on campus,"
Newman said. "They happen
in off campus fraternities and
sororities as well as in rentals."
Correspondingly, Curlis said,
"We also maintain very good
relations with the local fire
department. Here in Bowling
Green we're so blessed with
the BGFD and their excellent
emergency response."
The University and the city
put a lot of importance in fire
prevention and readiness.
In fact, a group meets once a
month to talk about just (hat.

According to Instone,
"the people meeting each
month include,
Environmental Health and
Safety, Res Life, Greek Life, Risk
Management, the BGFD,
Linda Newman, the Chief
of Police, and the university
police, among others."
The group discusses fire safety, reviews policies and looks
at the number of fire alarms
sounded each month and why,
among other things.
"We are also able to compare notes on what happened
with any campus fire in the
United States and learn from it,"
Instone said.
"The University also subscribes to 'Campus Firewatch', a
monthly magazine dedicated to
compiling valuable data nationally and internationally about
campus fire safety," Curlis said.

Such meetings have led to
newer, stronger policies in
regards to fire safety on campus. "We're being aggressive as
far as incense and extension
cords and candles. These policies aren't meant to annoy or
bother anyone," Instone said.
"We're here to serve the community and the students. We're
the good guys."
The University has many
measures in place to ensure
student safety and is continually working on newer and better ones, but there is still a long
way to go.
"We're not on a time frame,
no five or ten year plan, but
eventually the goal is to update
all residential buildings with
the best in fire technology,"
Newman said. "But there's
only so much you can do in
one summer," she added.

BG helps new business flourish
COFFEE,FROM PAGE 1

GAS, FROM PAGE 1

Jones said that shecan'tafford
to miss class just because it's
costly to drive to campus. As a
result, she formed a carpool as
a way to save money.
Many food delivery services
around campus are taking note
of the changing gas prices, as
well, lackie Panning, manager
of Campus Pollyeyes, said they
aren't charging an additional
delivery fee yet.
"We're just going to ride this
out for awhile," Panning said.
"However, if gas prices continue to rise, it is something we
will be considering."
Panning said that the
drivers drive their own cars
and pay for their own gas.
At times when the gas prices
increase, Pollyeyes receives
noticeablymore delivery orders,
Panning said.
"Hopefully everyone understands that the drivers are
paying for their own gas and to
tip them well," she said.

Coffeehouse is hopeful for
their small business future.
After being open for over
seven months, the owners of
the coffee shop are thankful
to the Main Street BG business
organization as well as their
loyal customers.
"BG Main Street has been
so hopeful. It's amazing," lill
said. "They have steered us in
many wonderful directions

and they help us out with a lot
of different things."
Earlene Kilpatrick, the
director of Main Street BG and
a Court Street Coffee customer, is also optimistic about the
future of Court Street Coffee
House. With their involvement in community events,
their advertising and their
variety of coffees and pastries, Kilpatrick believes the
small independent business
can find success in this highly

competitive market.
"It's very important that we
as a community support the
independent business owners. They are the backbone of
this nation. If you look at the
figures the independents still
outnumber the larger corporate businesses," Kilpatrick
said. "But the bottom line
is the Independents are still
the backbone and we need
to do what we need to do to
support them."

Bush to ask for $40 billion in relief
By David Espo
THE ASSOCIHTtO PRtSS

WASHINGTON — President
Bush intends to seek as much
as $40 billion to cover the next
phase of relief and recovery operations from Hurricane Katrina,
congressional officials said yesterday as leading lawmakers
and the White House pledged
to investigate an initial federal
response widely condemned as
woefully inadequate.
One week after the hurricane
inflicted devastation of biblical

proportions on the Gulf Coast,
Senate Democratic leader Harry
Reid, D-Nev., said the total tab
for the federal government may
top $150 billion.
Republicans and Democrats
alike heaped criticism on the
Federal Emergency Management
Administration, the government's front-line responder
agency for national disasters.
House Democratic leader Nancy
Pelosi told Bush to his face at the
White House that he should fire
the agency's director, Michael

Btown. "The president thanked
me for my suggestion," the
California Democrat told
reporters afterward.
Stung by earlier criticism,
Bush invited congressional
leaders to the White House for
an afternoon meeting, their
first since the hurricane hit the
Gulf Coast and left much of
New Orleans underwater.
"Bureaucracy is not going to
stand in the way of getting the
job done for the people," the
president earlier told reporters.

University leaders
to speak at Fest
CAMPUS FEST, FROM PAGE 1

In addition to passing out
information about their organization, Dance Marathon will
also be showing the video of
last year's event at their booth.
Students will also see morale
captains and steering committee members doing last year's
line dance, said Bernard Little,
the public relations chair for
Dance Marathon.
Little is also the vice president of the Undergraduate
Student Government.
"For The Undergraduate
Student Government, we will
have a dunk tank to attract
students," Little said. "We will
also have business cards there
for students to take to find out
more information."
Besides visiting with the student organizations, students
will also be able to stop by several local non-profit organizations, restaurants, banks, retail
agencies and county agencies.
Every year, the Bowling
GreenChamberofCommerce
recruits such organizations within the community of Bowling Green and
surrounding areas.
Sharon Ferdig, a secretary
for the Chamber of Commerce,
said 18 different organizations
are expected to be attending
this year.
She said this is an opportunity for vendors to show what
they can offer to students,
faculty and staff members by
passing out free materials and
information packets about the
services they offer.
Besides the booths, several people are also scheduled to speak at Campus Fest:
President Sidney Ribcau; lohn
Quinn, the mayor of Bowling
Green; Zach Hilpert, president
of the Graduate Student Senate
andAaronShumaker.president
of the Undergraduate Student
Government. The speeches
will begin around noon.
Additionally, the cheerleading team is also scheduled
to perform.

One thing that is different
about this year's Campus Fest
is the number of tables available to organizations and
vendors has increased from
200 to 250.
ClintStephens.Coordinator
of Student Organizations and
Community Service Projects
said this increase is a result
of anticipation of more
participation.
Before Campus Fest, the
all campus picnic and student organization fair were
separate events.
However, several years ago
a student who was participating in the LeaderShape — an
annual program for upcoming leaders — came up with
an idea to combine the two
separate events. This is how
Campus Fest was started, said I.atasha Lane, the
assistant dean of students.
In case of rain, Campus
Fest will be moved to Friday,
Sept. 16, but food will still
be served on Friday at
the various dining halls
around campus.

BGNEWS
CORRECTIONS
To-go containers
do not biodegrade
In Friday's issue of The BG
News, the information referenced from DART's Web
site in "Dining Services dispose of to-go box" may have
implied that all polystyrene
releases methane gas into
the air.
But the polystyrene used
in DART products at the
University doesn't biodegrade, therefore it doesn't
release methane gas into
the air.
Also, DART does operate a
polystyrene recycling facility
in Mason, Mich.

UNIVEFSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION PRESENTS:

REEK LIFE BCS

m

m

m

vies

Average membership fees are between
S200-S600 a year and vary by chapter.

Membership fees are used for academic
incentives, brotherhood/sisterhood events,
chapter operations, social events,
insurance, etc.

No membership fees or dues are allowed
to be spent on alcohol.

Some fraternities/sororities offer payment
plans to help pay dues; incentives to reduce
dues; scholarships to pay for dues.

Lords of Dogtown

POPULAR MOVIES SERIES

Sept. 9.11

BOWEN THOMPSON

Mr. and Mrs. Smith

STUDENT UNION
THEATRE

Sept. 13,16,18

See Movies BEFORE they
are released on DVD or Video!

Batmon Begins
Sept. 20,23,25
Bewitched
Sept. 27,30, and Od. 2

Upcoming Greek Events:
Every Tuesday and Sunday at 9:30pm
Every Friday at 6:30pm and 9:30pm

•Sorority & Fraternity Recruitment Dates & Meet the Greeks*
IFC Open Houses: 6-9 pm on Sept. 6, 7,8.12 and 13
Panhellenic Recruitment: Sept. 9,10,11 17, and 18
(Panhellenic Recruitment sign up ends Sept. 9'")
•Meet the Greeks: NPHC/GIB 6-8 pm on Sept. 12'"at Union 228*
•Leadership Academy- September 24,2005- 10:30am-4:30pm*
Open to all students!
Develops leadership skills
Promotes teamwork
Inspires student leaders to improve their community
Register online that morning.
httD://www.busu,edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/academy

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

War of the Worlds
Od. 25, 28, 30
Hustle and Flow
Nov. 1,4,6
Wedding Crashers
Nov. 15. 18 20

Greek

su

Office of Residence

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Od. 18,21,23

oa

lukes of Hazard
Nov. 29, De(. 2,4

Life

The 40 Year Old Virgin
Dec. 6,9,11

www.GreekBGSU.com

herhood/Sisterhood • ComrtHinity Service

L

— — — — — — ^_ — _ _____ J
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SCHOLARS SAY ROBERTS WAS A QUICK PICK
IOWA CITY, Iowa — The death of Chief Justice William
Rehnquist has forced President Bush to quickly
nominate a successor, a move scholars called "the
easiest thing" to do."Choosing Roberts as the nominee
for chief justice was the easiest thing for the president to
do," said UI political-science Professor Peverill Squire.

CAMPUS

Prep schools full of international students
Parents are unhappy
about the number of
international students
By David Hum
■IT

Both U.S. and international
parents have complained:
Americans don't want too many
overseas pupils in their schools;
international parents want their
children to leam English and go
to a good college.
At Chaminade College Prep, in
St. Louis County, Mo., admissions
director Roger Hill organizes three
trips overseas annually. He meets
wealthy families in fancy hotels
in China, South Korea, Mexico,
Hungary and Russia, among others. Foreign countries will be represented by 46 of Chaminade's

54 boarders this year, likely the
most ever.
ITie Missouri Military Academy,
120 miles west in Mexico, Mo.,
enrolls one international student
for every two Americans. At the
S29,000-a-year Thomas Jefferson
School in Sunset Hills, Mo., one
in five students is international.
Even Principia, a St. Louis school
for Christian Scientists, and
Brehm Preparatory, a school for
children with learning disabilities in Carbondale, III., regularly
enroll foreign pupils.
"To some degree or another,
everyone has international students now," said Bill Rowe, head
of school at Thomas lefferson.
If the trend continues, industry leaders say, boarding schools
could lose their markets.
Thirty years ago, all but the
strongest boarding institutions

getalife
^■^^

http-7/eventsJ)gsu*duy

8 a.m.-12: p.m.
Call into WBGU to win tickets
for the Sept. 9 Mustard Plug
show featuring The Toasters,
The Planet Smashers, ADHD
and Call me Vicious. The show
will be at the Cleveland Agora

10 a.m.- 2 p.m.
Multicultural Institute
Outreach Table, Sponsored by
the Career Center
Union Lobby

Theatre at 6:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Hurricane Relief Fundraiser,
Sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi
Union Oval

is quick to point out that many
of the oldest, most elite schools
neither have the same problems
nor rely on the extra tuition:
they're bolstered by thousands
of American applicants and S10O
million endowments.
But Mulligan roundly praises the impact of international
pupils in the classroom, as do
others.
SaidThomas lefferson teacher
Brian Howard. "You're talking
about Buddhism in ancient history, and you have a Buddhist
in class."
International students bring
an intensity that challenges
local students, teachers say. At
Thomas lefferson, t hey make the
honor list and en roll in Advanced
Placement classes. Usually they
fit in, too, dating classmates,
bonding with American friends

over sub sandwiches and playing on sports teams. Thomas
lefferson teens even elected a
Mexican and Taiwanese to student body office.
But, to be sure, sometimes
the new students have a hard
time adjusting.
Local teachers say they often
begin the year quiet in class
and may shun social events.
The students themselves say
it's difficult to resist the lure of
fellow nationals — easy conversation and similarities bred in
the homeland.
But when that group is large, it
can cause problems.
"If you get too many kids from
lapan, Korea, China — wherever — instead of integrating
into your school culture, they
become their own subculture,"
said chairman Mulligan.

10 a.m.- 2 p.m.
Organization for Women's
Issues Info. Table
Organization will be giving
out info, on reproductive
rights and a bus trip
Union Lobby

questions you have about
recruitment
Union Lobby

student crew cards for a fundraiser
Union Lobby

11 a.m. -3 p.m.
Pi Kappa Alpha Recruitment
Union Lobby

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Creed on Campus Table
Learn about the Catholic
faith
Union Lobby

11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Women's Rugby Club players
Info. Table
Union Lobby

2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
UPS Recruiting
Sponsored by the Career
Center
Union Lobby

seemed headed for extinction. dents buoy enrollment that
U.S. parents were less willing to has grown less than 3 percent
send their children away; teens in the past decade, according
weren't as interested in the old, to the National Association of
stiff establishment. Boarding Independent Schools.
"Many boarding schools conschools had to scramble. To survive, many went cotinue to really haw
to work to fill their
ed. Some added day
"To some
beds," said assostudents.
degree
or
ciation President
Other
schools
Patrick Bassett. "The
looked to emerging
another,
foreign economies.
international popueveryone
has
At first, the market
lation has certainly
grew slowly.
international been a boom."
Since 1988, the
Then
overseas
students." number
of foreign
families
realized they could get
students at the assoBILL ROWE.
ciation's boarding
their children into
HEAD OF SCHOOL
schools has almost
American colleges
if they sent them to American doubled to 6,700.
Mike Mulligan, chairman of
prep schools. Some students
were sent to board as early as The Association of Boarding
Schools and headmaster of The
the seventh grade.
Now international stu- Thacher School in Ojai, Calif.,

• •FINAL 2 DAYS!!**
BRAND NAME CLOTHING

OUTLET SALE
%
%
SAVE 40 -80
BELOW
STORE
PRICES

SEPTEMBER 7TH-8TH
WOMEN'S
Jeans * Skirts
Tanks * Shoes * Jewelry
MEN'S
Cargos * Jeans * Polos
Sweaters * Jackets
r*0U>

Location Muti-Purposo
Room #228
Bowen-Thompson
Studont Union
Wed-Thu, Sept 7th-8th
10 a.m.-7 p.m.

11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Rho Gamma Info. Table
Ask sorority members any

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Crew Cards
The American Marketing
Association will be selling

Part-time work.
Big time benefits

2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Gaming Society Info. Table
Union Lobby
9 p.m.
Spanish Club Meeting
126 Shatzel Hall

iMfc

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
At FedExa Ground, hard work has its rewards. Part-lime package handlers can become
eligible for tuition assistance, medical/dental/vision insurance - even opportunities for
full-time work. So bring your drive to a company that recognizes and rewards the best

P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS
Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages
• Background check required
• Multiple shifts available
• Part-time, 5-day week
• $9.00-$10.00/hr to Start
• Tuition reimbursement after 30 days
• Scheduled raises, including $.25/hr after 90 days
Join us for a TOUR of our facility:
Mondays and Wednesdays at 4:00pm
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 3:00pm

FedEx Ground
650 South Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
fedex.com/us/careers
Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team.
* Tons of all new, fresh fashions
* Try-on rooms
Many popular brands we can't advertise

I Bring in this
| ad & receive

LOOK OUT
A

MIPPIR

20% OFF

KIND

OP

OUTLIT

any single item. I
Limit one per customer. |
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QUOTEUNQIWE
"It is racist to call American
citizens refugees."
Rev )esse [ackson speaking at the Astrodome
Mown)

ST.UTKDITOIUAI.

OPINION

Gas prices should spur action

Soaring gas prices and soaring
blood pressures have become
a popular topic everyone is
griping about.
Gas prices recently jumped
as a result of hurricane Katrina.
The hurricane affected refineries
and pipelines which in turn are
putting strains on the average
American budget
High prices of a few months
ago used to make traveling
inconvenient. The soaring prices of today have put immense-

YOU DECIDE
How do you think we can combat
high gas prices? Send an Email
to thenews@bgnews.com and
tell us what you think or post
feedback on our web site.

pressure on working Americans,
including college students.
I Jependence on foreign oil and
fossil fuel in general should have
been addressed decades ago.

Thisisjustone example of the
government avoiding a problem until it escalates into an
unmanageable crisis.
Citizens need to take responsibility and be vigilant in supporting officials, who are interested
in alternative energy sources.
Officials who will take political
risk by being proactive arc far
too uncommon.
"Politics as usual" is all too
common. Officials are more
interested in getting reelected
than addressing tough, politi-

Government needs to do its job
STAFF
EDITORIAL

U-Wire
Theljtrrial
Baybr University
The United States has to
install better emergency
plans for disasters on
the local, state and national
level. The government already
has a bureau set up to handle
exactly this type of situation, the federal Emergency
Management Agency. But it
has failed to live up to the key
words in its title: emergency
and management.
Hattiesburg, Miss., mayor
lohnny DuPrec said FEMA
workers took dicir time arriving

in his city, where two-diirds of
the community was without
electricity.
FEMA workers finally
showed up Saturday. As for
management, organized
efforts to rescue stranded
people in New Orieans didn't
solidify until days after the
storm passed through the city.
Officials at FEMA blame the
agency's sluggish response on
its merger with the I lomeland
Security Department after Sept.
11, and say domestic preparedness was sacrificed in order to
prepare for terrorist attacks.
But FEMA isn't the only government agency that's dropped
the ball after Hurricane Katrina.
Governments on the Gulf
Coast have known for years
that the levees were inadequate,
but failed to do anyUiing about
them.
Aaron Broussard, president

of lefferson Parish, la., said on
"Meet the Press" Sunday that
Katrina's not the only one to
blame for the deaths.
Wal-Mart delivered three
tnicks of water after the disaster, which FEMA turned away
because of communication
breakdowns.
"If America — American
government — would have
responded like Wal-Mart has
responded, we wouldn't be in
this crisis," Aaron Broussard
said.
Natural disasters can't be
avoided for the most part, but
we have agencies like FEMA to
ensure that procedures are in
place to safeguard people. We
can't afford for a New Orleanslike situation to happen ever
again.
It's time for government
agencies to step up and do
their jobs.

cally sensitive issues. This only
hurts the citizens who support
this vicious cycle.
While we place political pressure on officials, we should not
wait for government to create
change.
Possible solutions include
using MyBGSU which has a message board. The message board
allows students to look for drivers or passengers to share rides
with when they need to travel.
Ride sharing will alleviate
some of the strain three-dol-

TAYLOR
COPELAND
Opinion Columnist
So Bowling Green is not
quite like your hometown?
Welcome to Life 101.
The University is a land full
of diversity. Students flock here
from all over Ohio and from
other areas of the country as
well. Tile University inevitably
surpasses our myriad of differences to unite us all.
Even so, we still retain our
individual diverse backgrounds.
With this fact in mind, it is
imperative that we are accepting
of other's differences.
It was the weekend before
classes began when I overheard
a freshmen saying that he was
already moving out of his dorm
room.
It was a Saturday and freshmen move-in had taken place
on the previous Thursday. Flow
could someone have such serious problems with their roommale after only three days?
As it turns out, die freshmen
chose to relocate because his
roommate was homosexual.
Now, I don't know the whole
story behind this decision; however, it seems slightly unreasonable to me.
So maybe the freshmen
disagreed with his roommate's
sexual orientation. I hat is his
prerogative and such disagreement is understandable.
Still, it seems absurd if the
freshmen chose to leave on the
sole basis thai his roommate is
homosexual.
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There was nothing remarkably different about the new
student. In spile of this, my
friend relentlessly and vehemently insisted he had an
accent. This prompted her to
ask how long he had been living
in America; to which he queslioningly replied, "A little over
18 years."
My friend (wrongly) inferred
that because the student, as she
claimed, had an accent he was
from another country. It also
just so happens that he was
wearing a shirt with the word
GREECE printed across
the chest.
Fortunately, this misunderstanding became the source of
immense laughter. Then again,
il can offer some insight as to
how we view other people.
Often times we use differences to distinguish others. This
is effective in that it allows us
to identify one person from
another.
However, we must be cautious. When we use differences to label others we can
sometimes fail to acknowledge
differences.
lust as everyone's views can
differ, appearances can differ
as well. Not only should we
be accepting of differences in
opinion, we should also accept
differences in appearance.
for example, is there any
reason why we shouldn't
engage in conversation with
the blue-haired student sitting
in front of us?
Individuality is something to
be celebrated. Accepting others is simply one way to respect
our diverse community.
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lems have forced route cuts, but
your ridership would save gas
and support the service.
A proposed high-speed rail
service is making inroads with
government support
While this is encouraging, perhaps a savvy entrepreneur would
latch onto this untapped need
and push it along even faster.
These and other new options
can gain momentum if we commit ourselves to public discourse
on the topic and then follow it up
with action.

PEOPLE This video game

0NTHE STREET
Whose fault is the
rising price of gas?

RYAN CLEMENTS
FRESHMAN,
ARCHITECTURE

"It's not who, it's what.
It is the earth that
just doesn't have
enough oil."

Accept and respect diversity
As long as the roommate is
not infringing upon the freshmen's rights, what's the harm?
When il comes down to it, it's
simply a difference.
Working through differences
and coping with diversity is part
of living with others. We should
all try to accept those whose
views differ from our own. This
does not mean we can't have
our own opinion on matters,
but rather we show respect for
one another.
Furthermore, I wonder, would
the freshmen have chosen to
change rooms if his roommate
was left-handed? Odds are
he wouldn't have. And had he,
would ihai be viewed as more
or less ridiculous? I realize these
examples are somewhat extreme
in their comparison, but 1 offer
them as qucsrions to ponder
nonetheless.
As students living on a
diverse college campus, we
must be accepting of others. I
am nol saying that we should
accept every new belief that we
come across, but rather accept
the people who hold those
beliefs.
Differences among people
are inevitable. Differences are
not automatically bad though.
By refusing to accept and get to
know others because of their
viewpoints, we perpetuate a society of ignorance. And ignorance
is a frame of mind we should all
be fighting.
Later, during the same aforementioned weekend, ignorance
struck again. I was sitting across
the hall in a friend's room when
a new student walked by and
introduced himself.

lai-a-gallon gas prices puts on a
student's budget.
Good old-fashioned carpooling is always an option.
It just takes a little effort and
creativity when making plans to
shop in Toledo, catch a movie
at levis Commons or eat dinner
out in Sylvania.
Local public transportation
is virtually nonexistent in many
places, so it is up to citizens to
lobby for change.
Amtrak trains run all across
the country, but budget prob-

J0HNYURIK

JUNIOR, IPC
"The mass destruction
of hurricane Katrina."

*
JESSICA EBINGER
SOPHOMORE, EDUCATION

"The President
because he is involved
with oil companies."

JOHN CARMACK
FRESHMAN, MUSIC

"It is consumer
America's fault for
being stupid enough
to pay over three
dollars a gallon."

is for the kids

(f)

I like coffee. Whereas a fellow
columnist might prefer Red
J. MICHAEL
Bull, I love hot coffee.
BESTUL
Not only do I like it's wafting,
Opinion
Columnist
creamy caffeine goodness, but
I love its ability to expose shallow political grandstanding and
yet to experience thai realization.
prejudicial treatment of certain
It doesn't matter if they're
mediums.
labeled, as I found out this sumMaybe I should elaborate on
mer. At work, a woman picked
thai last point.
up a free promo copy of "The
As most people know by now,
Heist," a short comic used to
"Hoi Coffee" is a downloadable
promote a group of rap artists.
program that can be used in
There was a large black-andconjunction with Grand Theft
white "Mature Content" label
Auto: San Andreas. One of its
on the front Despite that, this
functions is to unlock material
is what I heard her say to her
thai the game designers intenyoung son as they walked away:
tionally made inaccessible.
"I lere, have a comic.
The most famous of this maleWere this attitude confined to
rial is an interactive scene that
unthinking parents, 1 might be
(after going through an inordia little more easy-going about
nate amount of stepsl involves
it. But then we get cases such
an unfinished, low-quality
as thai of lesus Castillo. In 2000,
sexual encounter. Politicians and Castillo, the manager of a Dallas
advocates are up in arms, and
comic book store, was convicted
civilization is once again in danin a Texas courthouse
ger. Depending on your disposiHis crime was very simple. He
tion, this is either really funny, or
sold an adult comic to an adult.
really scandalous
Somehow, despite the fact that
Despite the hilarity, what most
the book was behind the counpeople involved in this little fiasco ter, marked as adult-only, and
are forgetting is that San Andreas
required ID from anyone puris rated for audiences aged 17
chasing il, Castillo was charged
and up. Let me slate that again:
for peddling obscenity to kids.
according lo the Entertainment
The entirety of the prosecuSoftware Rating Board, this game
tion's case was summed up in the
was meant for adults.
closing arguments. Asking jurors
And that brings me back to
to disregard evidence, testimony,
the prejudicial treatment of
and logic, it reminded them that
certain mediums. Here's what
"comic books, traditionally what
I mean. Wedding Crashers is a
we think of, are for kidsmovie for audiences aged 17 or
After three years of appeals,
up (i.e., rated R). Now, if there
the result is that Castillo has
happens to be a sexual content
a criminal record and the rest
in it, why isn't Hillary Clinton
of us have a troubling legal
crusading against movies?
precedent. All this came about
Because we Americans realize
because of a transaction that, in
thai such a form of entertainany other medium, would be
ment (or art) can be tailored to
perfecdy legal.
any audience, young or old. We
There's little difference with
accept "romantic" sex scenes
San Andreas. Rockstar Games
in novels, nudity in the fine arts,
(the producing company) is
burlesque on the stage, innuenbeing scapegoated for havdo in songs, and late-night skin
ing difficult -to-aurss NC-17
flicks on the Showtime Channel.
content in an R-rated game. At
But when it comes to video
some point, we need to realgames, comic books, and
ize that games and comics
cartoons, we Americans sudare not always made for kids.
denly short circuit. Whether it's
Companies would go broke if
because of Nintendo, Fredric
they tried to do so.
Wcrtham, or Disney, we look at
Really, this is only the beginthese mediums and think, "must
ning. Both mediums are burbe for kids." It would be akin to
geoning in popularity, and our
saying that all books and televiprevailing, outdated assumpsion are for kids because of Dr.
tions are bound to cause more
Seuss and Barney.
conflict and controversy. To
Thankfully, sources such as
people with such assumptions, I
Cartoon Network's Adult Swim,
simply say: I better not catch you
lapanese animation, and South
with anything more hard core
I '.iik have helped out the animathan Green Eggs & Ham.
tion medium. While the populace is starting to realize that not
1. Michael Bestul (best@bgsu.
all cartoons are for kids, however, edu) is still trying to unlock the
video games and comics have
hidden sex scene in Ms. Pac-Man.
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
Q: What did the grape
say when the elephant
stepped on him?
A; Nothing. He just let
out a little wine.

You could tell yourself that
it's news, but it's just not.

Battle between man and machine soils more than a good night
Elevators are the bane of my
existence—and I'm not just
saying that because I was
stuck in one for an hour and a half
last Saturday night.
Much like the popular FOX
show "24," we're able to provide
a minute-by-minute account of
every gripping detail in "almost
real time," which means that
the events described here happened only five days ago and
have a 37 percent chance of
being grossly exaggerated.
I know those of you who can
read can't wait to dive in, so let s
start the show:
11:46 pjn. -1 board Elevator
#1 from the tenth floor of
Offenhauer West, noticing an
unusual amount of trash on the
floor. "It's OK, I won't be in here
long," 1 tell myself.
11:48 pjn. -1 realize that the
elevator hasn't moved an inch
because I pressed the "10" button.
I quickly hit" 1" and prepare for
the elevator to stop on floor two
and pick up a horde of people
who have somehow not mastered
the art of walking down a single
flight of stairs.
11:49 pjn. - The elevator
comes to a shuddering halt six
inches below the second floor. I
soil my pants.
11:50pjn.- After staring blankly for a minute at
the closed doors in front of
me, I realize that I am stuck.
Thinking quickly, 1 remember
Movie Rule #42: "Every elevator

I

JIM
LEVASSEUR
Humor Columnist

has an easily opened escape
hatch in the ceiling."
11:51 pjn. - There is no escape
hatch. For the next 30 seconds, I
pass through the five traditional
stages of grief in rapid succession:
DENIAL: "No WAY did I just
get stuck in this trash-filled
elevator by myself."
ANGER: "What if I'm stuck in
here for a week? What am 1 supposed to eat, huh? If someone
else was here with me, 1 could

just cannibalize them, but no,
that would only make sense,
wouldn't it?"
BARGAINING: "OK. if I absolutely have to, I'll gnaw off my
left arm."
DEPRESSION: "But 1 always
wanted to learn to write with
my left hand: thanks to this
stupid elevator, my dreams are
ruined. RUINED!"
ACCEPTANCE: "I guess having
a prosthesis would be cool, huh?
Chicks dig robot arms."
11:52pjn.-I take out my
cell phone and begin calling friends to see if they can
inform the front desk that
the elevators have suddenly
gained sentience and turned
on their masters.

12:01 p.m.-After calling 11
people without anyone picking
up, I come to the conclusion
that I have no friends.
12:02 p.m. -1 begin to think
that I will never escape my
metal cage. I realize that eventually I will have to go to the
bathroom again, and resolve to
do the valiant thing and use the
back left corner.
12:04 p.m. -1 finally get in
contact with my friend at the
front desk, who advises me to
use the emergency phone: "You
know, the one in the elevator."
Yeah, I knew I forgot something.
The lady on the other end says
it may "take a while." I briefly
consider playing Solitaire but
then remember that a) I have no

cards, and b) I hate Solitaire.
12:17 p.m. -1 am tempted
to jab the alarm bell repeatedly to the beat of "Jingle Bells,"
but instead hum the hook of
Destiny Child's "Survivor" for
the next ten minutes.
12:36 p.m. - The firefighters show up outside. I assure
them that my pants are not on
fire, and ask how long it would
take for their large axes to break
through the solid metal door.
12:39 p.m. - One of the firemen asks if "the people in there"
are "all right." I realize I'm talking to myself much too loudly,
and urge my personalities to be
quieter. We fall silent.
12:47 p.m. - Another fireman
reports that the long wait is due

Is buried deep underground in
the middle of I ake I rie Inside
of a titanium safe. Or. the police
have found a donut shop.
1:11 p.m. - The elevator mys-

teriousty begins working again
and drops me off at floor six.
confirming my suspicions that
ele\ ators are horrible at math.
And that's it! So let this be a lesson in you: Never get on an elevator unless you absolutely have
to — and if you do, bring a friend.
And an extra pair of underwear.
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to the police, who are trying
to find the key to override the
elevator. Salsa music begins
playing in the hallway and I gel
the distinct feeling that I am
missing out on something.
1:04 p.m. - Apparently the key
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Share your space, but live on your own.

HP Laptop

AM furnishings pictured are from Wal-Marl

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

Storage

WAL-MART
ALWAYS LOW PRICES
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Rowf low named MAC
runner of the week

WEDNESDAY

Jamie Rowflow of the women's
cross country team was named
MAC runner of the week. She ran
a personal best 17:56 at the dual
meet Friday against Toledo to
come in first place at the meet.

September 7,
2005
www.bgnews.com/sports

Jamie Dumont joins
Falcon hockey staff
Bowling Green has named
lamie Dumont assistant hockey
coach. Previously he was a graduate assistant with the University
of Maine hockey program.
"We are really excited to have
lamie join the BowlingGreen program," said coach Scott Paluch.

Rice's
career
spans 20
seasons
MATT
RIDDLE
Columnist
Monday was a sad day for the
National Football League and
for the sports world in general.
The greatest receiver of all time
and arguably the best football
player that ever lived, lerry Rice
retired after twenty seasons.
Rice will end his career with
38 NFL records, among those
for career receptions (1,549),
yards receiving (22,895) and
touchdowns receiving (197).
lerry Rice revolutionized
the receiver position in the
NFL. lerry Rice started his
career at the collegiate level
at Mississippi Valley State and
ended up being an NFL icon.
Rice entered the league playing for the San Francisco 49ers;
this is where Rice went from a
young athlete to a legend.
Jerry Rice broke records,
went to Pro-Bowls, won Super
Bowl rings and won MVP
awards all while he played in
San Francisco. Rice caught
passes from NFL legends |oe
Montana and Steve Young, who
credit Rice as the best receiver
to ever play the game.
Jerry Rice's career started
to slide in 1999. In this season
Rice only caught seven touchdowns and the 49er's decided
to let him go, but Rice was not
Finished in his mind.
Rice left the Bay area for
the "Black Hole" in Oakland.
In Oakland, Rice put up solid
numbers for two seasons, he
also broke many of his records
while he wore the silver and
black.
After the 2003 season, Rice
was let go and he and the
Raiders parted ways. His fans
and his own competitive mentality drove Rice to comeback
to the NFL and make one last
stand in Seattle.
Playing for the Seattle
Seahawks Rice had a poor season with only 429 yards and 3
touchdowns. Jerry Rice and his
record breaking career seemed
to be over. After the season,
Rice left the Seattle and had to
decide his fate.
In the off-season Rice got a
call from the Denver Broncos'
Head Coach Mike Sherman
inviting him to their training
camp. Rice agreed and worked
hard for the past couple
months to make an impact in
his 21st season.
Unfortunately, Jerry Rice was
faced with a tough decision
retire or be the team's fourth
receiver. Monday, September
5, Jerry Rice retired from the
game of football.
At the end of Jerry Rice's
career he walked away being
the best receiver of all time
and holder of 38 NFL Records.
Notably Rice also won MVP:
1987,1988 (Super Bowl), 1996
(Pro Bowl) Player of the
Year: 1985 (Rookie), 1987 (AP
Offensive) 1993 (AP Offensive)
Pro Bowl: 1987-97,1999,2003.
The NFL will never have a
receiver with the talent and
character as Jerry Rice. When
Rice retired, he cleared the
way for other great receivers in
the NFL to shine. Great Randy
RICE, PAGE 2

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

MEN'S SOCCER

Falcons lose in
overtime play
break with the lead off of a
George Davis goal, assisted by
Omari Aldridge.
With BGSU controlling the
pace of the game for the second consecutive day, Eastern
By Matt Deigrtton
Illinois' Brad Earl jumped out
REPORTER
lust two hours north of seven minutes into the secMadison, where the Falcons of ond half and tied the game
one, ultimately halting the
the Gridiron were visiting the at
Wisconsin Badgers, the BGSU Falcons' rhythm.
The game went into two
Men's Soccer Team played
in back to back games at the overtimes before the officials
University of Wisconsin-Green called this one, ending with
a 1-1 tie.
Bay Nike Tournament.
Even with a winless record
The Falcons were defeated
coming out of this
by the Sacred
weekend's games,
Heart Pioneers "Even though
Coach Thompson
1-0 in Saturday's
believes that his
we had a
game, and tied
team played well,
Eastern Illinois 1-1
one-player especially
the
in Sunday's match
advantage, we freshmen who are
in Green Bay.
In Saturday's didn't get a lot making their first
college starts.
game,
BGSU
"We started a lot
of chances to
gained a one-playof freshmen because
er advantage late
score."
we are trying to get
in the First half off
them in the game
FRED THOMPSON,
of a Pioneer red
as much as possible
HEAD COACH
card and out-shot
here at the begintheir opponents
ning of the season,
17-12.
However the team could not so that they can develop the
confidence and the pace of the
take advantage.
game they should have at this
As the Falcons gave up the ievelofplay."
game-breaking goal in the
Thompson's "back four"
69th minute of the game and
also making considerwere unable to match Sacred are
able strides in rebounding
Heart's late one-goal lead.
this team from where it was a
"We made one mistake
ago.
in the back, and that lost it year
Defenders Dave Belfort,
for us," Head Coach Fred
Andy Synk and Kyle McNayr
Thompson said.
among players who have
"Even though we had a one- are
player advantage, we didn't get been mentioned by Thompson
as guys who are keeping the
a lot of chances to score."
Despite their lack of oppor- team in games and giving the
tunities to score on Saturday, offense the opportunities they
Thompson was pleased about need to score.
"They are playing with conSunday's efforts of attacking
sistence and energy, which is
the goal.
"We went out and really went what we need back there."
The Falcons will try and get
for the goal," he said.
Six freshmen started for the their first win of the regular
Falcons as they went into the season this Friday when they
travel to Dayton to visit Wright

Freshman get play
time in weekend
Nike Tournament

losh Phillips BO News

THROW IN: The Falcons advance the ball during their overtime loss to the Sacred Heart Pioneers.

CROSS COUNTRY

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Women's win kick starts season
Intense competition
forces Falcons to
bring out their best
By Danielle Tanner
REPORTER

The BGSU women's soccer
team put their best foot forward
this weekend, winning their
two matches against Northern
Arizona and Boise State at the 1 a
Quinta Inn & Suites Mountain
Classic hosted by NAU.
The Falcons came back from
a 1-0 deficit to beat the host
Lumberjacks 2-1 on Friday.
Sunday, BGSU shut out Boise
State 1-0.
The squad headed into this
tournament 0-2 on the young
season and was dedicated
to stepping up their level of
competition to even out their
record. Their competitive spirit
seemed to be the deciding factor this weekend.
"The biggest difference was
the level of competition," BGSU
coach Andy Richards said of the
team's change in performance
from last weekend.
The Falcons did not see
immediate results on Friday, as
they found themselves at the
lesser end of a I -0 score against
NAU. The lumberjacks' Karla
Lee crossed a ball to Stephanie
Smith, whose header past
BGSU keeper All Shingler put
them up by one at 20:44.
Fifteen minutes later, the
Neons answered back bv wav

NMM

BGNews

:Kristin McDonald, freshman from Troy, Ohio joins foces with
teammate Leah Eggleton to score a goal this weekend,
of a Kristin McDonald goal,
Leah Eggleton had the assist.
With the score tied heading into the second half, both

teams came out hungry for
the go-ahead score. BGSU's
Julie Trundle delivered for the
Falcons when she sent a free

GET IN ON THE ACTION iff WWWAGNEWS.COM/SP0R1S

kick past NAY keeper Andrea
Berra with less than seven minutes remaining in the match.
NAU was unable to answer
back, giving the Falcons their
first victory of the 2005 season.
Richards said the comeback
win shows the resilient nature
of the squad.
"The previous weekend, we'd
gone down a goal and you'd
see heads drop," he said. "|The
comebackl was a big confidence booster."
Their second victory was not
far behind. Samantha Meister
played a ball from Trundle,
finding herself one on one with
Boise State keeper Kim Parker.
Parker challenged the ball,
allowing Meister an opening to
score at 1836. Her goal provided all the scoring necessary
for the win. Shingler had seven
saves in the shutout to go along
with the seven she had in the
previous match.
Another bright spot in
Sunday's match was the return
of Britt Anderson, a forward
who was out with an ankle injury, played nearly the whole 90
minutes against BSU.
The team's competitive
play over the weekend paid
off as two Falcons garnered
individual tournament honors. Trundle was named the
tournament's offensive MVP
and Shingler was named most
valuable keeper of the tournament.
WOMEN, PAGE 2

Runners
cut seconds
at home
opener
Three Falcons make
it into the top four
against Toledo
By Jessica Amelia
REPORTER

If the success of their first meet
is any indication of how the rest
of the season will go, things are
looking up for the women's cross
country team.
Sophomore Jamie Roflow led
the Falcons to a 25-30 home victory over Toledo in their season
opener on Friday. Roflow's time
of 17:56 for the 5K race earned
her first place overall, beating the nearest competition by
almost 30 seconds.
"Jamie is an extremely hard
worker and she is a very gifted
athlete," coach Cami Wells said.
"She expects a lot from herself
and has shown herself to be one
of the best distance runners in
the MAC."
Andrea Pollack, junior, and
Stephanie Hillman, sophomore,
were the next Falcons to cross
the line, placing third (18:32)
and fourth (18:33), respectively.
Rounding out the Falcon's top
five places which contribute to
their team score were Kim Settle,
CROSS COUNTRY, PAGE 2
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VOLLEYBALL

Rice leaves legacy

Destiny propels Falcons to win
BGSU's victory
over Dayton keeps
winning streak going
By lason A. Diion
REPORTER

Bowling Green volleyball
coach Denise Van De Walle
didn't expect her team to be
destiny's child heading into last
night's game against Dayton at
Anderson Arena, but no one told
the Fa|cons.
And a balanced offensive
attack, coupled with a "total
defensive effort" helped BGSU
(2-3) sing their way to the
tune of a 3-1 victory over the
Flyers, a team which won last
season's Atlantic 10 Conference
Championship and competed
in the NCAA Tournament.
The win extended the Falcons
winning streak to 11 games in
home openers.
"I thought this was a total
team effort tonight," Van De
Walle said. "I really have a lot
of respect for the Dayton program. This is a huge win for
BG, especially this early with
a veteran team going against a
young team."
Van De Walle said the winning
streak wasn't going to make a
win any easier for her team.
"I wish it was that easy," she
said. "When I drove here 1 knew
we had (the winning streakl.
But when the match started
that certainly wasn't on mind.
What was on my mind was
how to stop Faye Barhorst from
killing us."
The Falcons used a strategy
they never tried before in hopes
of containing the 6-foot-3 junior,
who ended the game with 19 kills
and .342 hitting percentage.

"She is an outstanding big
time player," Van De Walle said.
"She's awesome ... We tried to
triple block her and then I had
my center backs come in to
about 15 feet and hope that
they could just get in the path
of the ball, because she jump
touches about 10-6, 10-7 ... We
would have to stand on a box to
simulate that in practice."
BGSU was lead by Chrissy
Gothke's 11 kills, 12digsand40
assists. Despite the triple-trouble, it was the hustle plays that
caught Van De Walle's eye.
One in particular.
"When Chrissy went flying
into the floor board, that's the
kind of effort we've been talking about," she said.
Gothke was just happy to get
the win,
"If it happens, it happens," she
said in reference to her career
night. "This a great way to head
into the weekend and it definitely gives us a boost."
Emily Manser poured in 10
kills and 24 digs, tying a careerhigh. Ashlei Nofzinger had 10
kills and Freshman Chelsey
Meek, a Bowling Green High
School graduate, chipped in
with a season-high 18 digs.
Meek said the team wanted to learn from the mistakes made in last weekend's
tournament
"All of us had so much intensity and excitement and we
just really wanted to win, especially coming from our tournament last weekend," she said.
"We really wanted to win our
first home game and 1 think
we came out with a wonderful
game plan, and did what we
had to do to beat them."

RICE, FROM PAGE 6

Moss, Terrell Owens and Chad
Johnson may be but character
is something that some NFL
superstars lack these days.
It will be a long season
without lerry Rice, no more
one handed grabs, crisp route
running or multi-touchdown

games. While NFL fans may
see these rare occurrences
they wont see the character
that Jerry Rice portrayed.
lerry Rice honored the NFL
with his play for twenty seasons. The next time the NFL
can show their appreciation
will be in 2010, when Rice is
inducted into the Hall of Fame.

Win is first of many
CROSS COUNTRY, FROM PAGE 6

junior, (7th, 18:50) and Kara
Butler, freshman (10th, 19:22).
Roflow was pleased with the
Falcon's solid team effort.
"F.veryone looked really
strong and we were all working together really well," Roflow
said. "Everyone did their part."
Coach Wells agreed, "Our top
six runners all ran very solid
races. Jamie, Stephanie and
Kim all ran personal bests and
Andrea Pollack ran her best
cross country race in years."
Part of the University's success this year depends on how
the team will replace three
prolific seniors from last year,
including Niki Suitor, the school
record-holder in the 6K. The

freshman class, led by Buder
and Colleen Moran's 11th place
finish (19:28), proved that that it
is up to the challenge.
However, even Butler didn't
expect to be the fifth runner for
the Falcons in her first meet.
"I was really surprised
because practice has been really tough, coming in and making that transition from high
school," Butler said.
Pollack believes (he Orange
and Brown's victory over rival
Toledo is just the first of many.
"I'm excited, I think this is the
best we've looked in a long, long
time," she said. "Even though
we lost three really good people
last year, it is going to be a great,
great season and I can't wait to
see what the outcome is"

Success breeds confidence
CROSS COUNTRV, FROM PAGE 6

June DiFriwco 8G News

FINE FORM: Chelsea Meek serves during BG's win over Dayton last
night. Meek had a season high 18 digs in the victory.

COLLEGE NIGHT
$7.00

Richards and the rest of the
squad come out of the tournament with a sense of relief. The
two early season wins have
bolstered the squad's confidence as they prepare to play
Michigan State and Eastern
Illinois this weekend.

"We knew that both teams
were going to be very good,"
Richardssaid. "We werefearful
we were going to be 0-4 going
to Michigan State, and that's
pretty daunting in itself."
Instead, the Falcons have a
solid 2-2 overall record and will
look to add to the win column
in the future.
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Saturday, September 10,2005
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"Amanda the Ghost"
haunts which sorority house???
A) Phi

Help Wanted

B) Gamma Phi Beta
C) Chi Omega

Attention
START IMMEDIATELY
Fortune 500 company expanding into area Need to till 25 FT/PT positions. If you are not making
S600/week CALL NOW!!!
419-354-2069.

0) Delta Gamma
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Travel
"#1 Soring Break Website! Low
Prices guaranteed. Book 11 people,
get 12th trip tree1 Group discounts
f or6+www. Spring Break Discounts
Com or www. Lei MI raToura.com or
800-838-8202
Spring Break 06 Don! Get Lett Out
Now Hinng Reps. Organize Small
Group & Travel Free1 Book Earty:
Save Big SSS Free Meals. Best
Flights, www.sunsplashtours.com
1.800.426.7710.

Travel
Spring Break 2006. Travel with
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulca. Bahamas and Florida. Now
Hiring on-campus reps. Call for
group discounts. Information/
Reservations I-800-648-4849 or

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALLSEPT. 14
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
WOMEN'S & CO-REC FLAG
FOOTBALL-SEPT 13

Wanted
Drummer girl looking to star! an all
girl band. Call Styx 419-494-9679.
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National
Leadership and Honors Organization, seeks students to start a local
chapter (3 0 GPA Required)
Contact Director of Chapter
Development rminer@salhonors.org
WANTED OSU VS. TEXAS TICKETS. PLEASE CALL 419-944-6597

For Sale
99 ' Chevy Blazer. 66Kmiles leather
interior, power everything, cd player.
Good Shape $6300.216-406-3438
■99 Dodge Stratus. 4 cylinder, auto..
power windows o\ locks, cruise, air,
tilt, $3500 OBO. 419-601-1632.
Designer clothing sale:
Sizes 6 & 4; Shoes 6 1/2 S 6;
Purses- small cashmeres. Indoors.
112Buttonwood. Fri. 10-6, Sat. 11-2
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ACROSS
1
4
9
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
26
29
30
31
32
33
35
38
39
40

Sch. near Harvard
Highland plant
Keyboard comic Victor
Docs' group
Bonehead
Stay away from
Had a mishap in the supermarket?
Luau dances
Improve
School collar
Seventh planet
Camera letters
Aachen article
Battery terminal
Of the ear
Homeric epic
Bear witness
Had a mishap at the laundry?
Photographer Parer
Archibald and Thurmond
Traveler's stops

41
42
45
46
48
49
51
52
57
58
59
60
61
62

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23
24
25
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Squashed
Attribute
Tux adjuster
Hodges and Gerard
Grand poem
Freed
Drunkard
Fuel ingredient
Hot tomatoes?
Hot box
Car with a rumble seat
Rummy cal!
O'Neill and Sullivan
PC group
Aussie bird
Alliance
Jotters' "_ Stallion"
Book supplements
Itemize
New Gl
Der _ (Adenauer!
Elevator man?
Mother of Horus
Daisy relative
Those folk
Turner of "Madame X"
Indiscriminate con-

Relevant: Lat.
E. Bllko or J. Friday
_ tai cocktail
Old Chevy model
1934-35 Heavyweight champ
Recto's opposite
Medicinal shrub
Had a mishap at the sewing
shop?
Exposes
Olds model
Min. fraction
Storage box
Cut corners
Either part of a fly?

sumer
Rani's dress
Poorly lit
Hilo hellos
Most rational
Artistic subdivisions
Stupefied state
Brittany port
NYC hra.
Wager
Earns with great
effort
Halt
U.K. channel
Team cheer
Rockies grazer
Louvre Pyramid
designer
Umb

37
38
41
42
43
44
46
47
48
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
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GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
Search 24 bookstores with one
click!
http://www.bookhq.com
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Moped $800 Firm
353-7000
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2 BR. new bath, big yard. W/D, no
pets. Quiet, near BGSU Pnce Negotiable. 419-494-9442.

For Rent

2 fum. rooms SW of BG, female
piet. All ulil. incl. $225/mo with lull
house priv. 4 W/D 419-669-0329

Roommate needed S325/mo. Nice
house w/ AC. Located close to
downtown. Call Josh 419-575-0965.

3 and 4 bedroom house and
apartment available now.
419-353-8206

"$199.00 Mo.. 926 E. Wooster,
Rooms plus 6 Bdrm.House at 916
3rd. St. all next to campus & Avail.
NOW. Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
Also 2nd. Setn 1 & 2 Bdrm. Apts.

Shamrock Villaqt
Condos and town houses available
lor BGSU Factulty and Grad. Many
nice floor plans. 419-354-0070.

812 3rd St. Close to BGSU,
newly painted. 3 BR. 1 Bath,
privacy fenced In bk. yard.
$840/ mo -fdep. you pay utll.
Call Mary 419-474-7775

Victorian apts. 427 N. Main. Reduced $ 1. Grand 10 ft. ceilings, oak
trim & floors. DW. WD 2 Either 3
Ig. rooms rented either individual or
as apt. Unique & Grand. 3 Unique
Loft space. DW. 386-405-3318.

sriyyigtY's
GRAND OPENING JOB*FAIR
NOWHRNG

CASHIERS • SALES ASSOCIATES • STOCK ASSOCIATES
Plus* tppty In person:
The week of 09/05-09/09
Monday-Wednesday 10am-9pm,
Thursday & Friday 10am-6pm
Ona of the fastest growing retail companies in the country.
Great Work Environment! Compaletive Payl
Location:
Food Court. Woodland Mall
1234, North Main Stnat, Bowling Graan, Ohio 43402
Steve and Barry's University Sportwear is an EOE
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus:
Wed, 9/7 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Thurs, 9/8 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Won, 9/12 from 9:30am-1:30pm @ Career Center

UPPER LEVEL HOUSING
Studio Apartments Available
for Fall tv Spring Semesters, or Entire Year

Mon, 9/12 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union

The UPS
EARNANO

LEARN*
Program

Tues, 9/13 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Wed, 9/14 from 12pm-4pm @ Career Center
Thurs, 9/15 from 1pm-5pm @ Career Center
Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am

Get up to

$23,000*
in College Education
Assistance!

Day • 11:30am-3:30pm

•
•
•
•

Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Fully furnished
Stove, refrig, microwave, 25" TV

Twilight • Spm-9pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:4Sam
Shift limes are approximate.
To inquire about Part-Time

laundry facilities
close to campus
full cable- $20/mo.

individual heat/AC
outdoor pool
plenty of parking

Package Handler jobs, apply online at:

www.upsjobs.com
For additional information, please contact:
Bethany Speiser (bspeise@bgnet.bgsu.edu) or Pete Ortiz (shg1pwo@ups.com)

1740E WOOSter (behind Frtclten)

Bowling Green, OH
419-352-1520

H

Affordable large bedroom. Close lo
campus. Residential neighborhood.
No pets. 1 year leas required. Orad
student preferred. $390/ month.
419-654-5716.

FREE HEAT

GRADUATE

■

For Rent

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

419-353-7715 t«J*

/i V

For Rent

•*""*4l'>-Ht-2277^*In Downtown Bowling Often

Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms
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On selected floor plans
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From Only $475!
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1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments
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Hours: Hint - 9pm Monday- Saturday
Delivery llim-9pm Mondiy - Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

Volunteer hours can be used (or
practicum hours. Complete a volunteer
form at the Parks & Recreation front desk
located in the BG Community Center at
1245 W Newton Rd., Bowling Green OH
43402. Direct questions to 419-354-6223.

8 Mailed I', tana, (ham Coleslaw,
Vegetable and Comhread Stuffing.
* From 4 pm until 9 pm •

t)

V

-delivery iviilibli-

The Bowling Green Parks & Recreation Department is
currently seeking volunteers to coach and officiate our
youth soccer program that starts on September 12th.

Roast Pork Loin

J

H

1432 E. IVioitir, 86

Volunteers Needed

•
•
•
•
•

a h
o

(419) 352-4663

Help Wanted

Business is Growing...So are We!
Now filling the following PositionsGuest Service Positions.
Grill Cooks. Shift Supervisors
Apply only if you - enjoy working
with others, are a team player and
you are Honest & Dependable!
Ben's is a Fun & Fnendly Work
Environment, Great Tips. Great
Food! Apply in PersonBen's Table 1021 S. Main Si.
Across from Staples. E.O.E.
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For Rent

Babysitter needed/1 child. Few
Mornings a Month. 9:30am-12:30pm
Call Melissa 419-872-2646.

'*

■

■

INTERNET WORK! $8.75- $38.50/
hrl FT/PT/Summer. $25 Bonus!
Studentsurveysite.com/BGnews

Classified Ads
372-6977
TV Bii Nm -ill «« kaowtagjj wcotft
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Get paid to think
Make $75 taking on line surveys.
www.moneyauthor.com

Lawn Maintenance. Pan & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns.
Call 352-5822

"'

'

J>

Experienced Cheer Coach for competitive all-star team. Contact Perrysburg Gymnastics. 419-874-9363.

Andy's Hoidogs, Late night 3am.
Thursday. Friday & Saturday
Behind Circle K convience store
by the RR tracks. 353-7000

Ip^SS^t

brought to you by
IBARTENDING! S300rt)ay potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
3 BR home, Conneaul School,
dose lo BQSU, WD, stove, relrigerator. fenced yard. SPOO dep. $900/
mo. Lease option considered.
419-372-9142 days/ 419-352-9542
eves. Avail. Sept. 1

MJ

The Daily Crossword Fix

Or call: 419-891-6820 • 1550 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537

Equal Opportunity Employer
'Piogram guidelines apply.

